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These slow steps toward an adequate living for all our people are
not only humanistic but necessary. After all, if we want to boast
about how much better our society is than others, we should be in a
position to feel proud of it. We, as consumers, want not only to
consume- -we want also to return to the soil that which we take from
it--the fertilizer that has been removed. Like, the good farmer we
don't want to strip the land, and then move on to the next farm. We
should replenish as much as we consume.
These interlocking aspects of our economy are as much the
responsibility of the consumer as anyone's. Only if we do this will
our society be as healthy as our economy. Only then will the consumer
have assumed his full responsibility.

CINCINNATI
Mrs. A. Do St. John
The Consumer Conference began most modestly in depression days,
and has grown t o a membership of approximately 600. We are unique
in that we have a solid core of loyal and intere sted members who
have been with us for many years. Unfortunately, age and illness
take an annual toll which we must make up with new names and faces.
Being connected with the School of Home Economics of the
University of Cincinnati is a great asset. The privilege of meeting
on Campus cannot be underestimated. It not only gives prestige to
the Consumer Conference ; it furnishes us with the interest and
support of many faculty members who give us good advice and splendid
programs. We have not only the University of Cincinnati to draw on,
but also the faculty of Xavier , which has been most generous with
its resources. The Better Busi ness Bureau, the Retail Merchants
Association, the F. D.A., and Cincinnati's many business firms have
given us their finest co-operationo Program material is probably
the greatest lure in obtaining and keeping members, but dues
frequently are a discouraging item.
The Consumer Conference started in 1934 with annual dues of
25¢. Now, a quarter of a century laterp we charge the rather
nominal amount of $1.00 , so that membership dues are within the
reach of anyone interested in consumer education. Each month we
publish a "News" bulletin containing items of interest and help.
We are often told by members who are unable to attend regularly
or not at all that, "that little 'News' is worth the whole dollar
all by itself t"
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Our monthly industrial visits to the many and varied business
houses in and near Cincinnati appeal to another group whose curiosity
i s i nsatiable and whose enthusiasm unbounded. Absolutely nothing keeps
them from the " completion of their appointed rounds!"
Each year we have at least one Consumer program on our local
educat i onal TV and radio stations. We have many members qualified to
speak on a variety of subjects of interest to consumersp so we have a
Speaker s Bureau ready and willing to furnish pr ograms gratisp to any
group requesting their service. Here, toop our efforts a re often
rewarded by having the group join as a Clubo If that is n ot feasible,
several may take out individual membershipso
One problem we have yet to solve is that of parkingo To be s urep
we are on or near several bus lines, but Cincinnati is spreading
into dis tant areas which cannot be r eached "save by long and weary
dances" or by car. The campus f acilities for parking ar.e s tretched
to the breaking point and st i ll cannot accommodate all who would use
them. The remedy to this situation is probably the one suggested by
Will Rogers: "Ban every car from the road that i sn't fully paid fod"
I n December we have a drive to r ound up delinquent members who
have been ke pt on our mailing list 'til then. Reminders 1.n the form
of an invitation to the Christmas Program are sent t o allo Result s
are gratifying in that a majority respond by sending their dueso Then
we make one further effort to reach the rest by personal call or phoneo
This year it was suggested that members buy memberships t o include in
Christmas cards to friends whom they wished to introduce to the Consumer
Conference or to bring a guest to the programo That guest might then
wish to joino
Ou~ Hospitali ty Committee makes ever y effort t o greet membersp
particularly new ones, to see tha t they are made to feel both wanted
and at home. One small suggestion, herep which pays off: use
plastic coa tainers for membership cards, which may be pinned to one's
dress or coat. Each meeting is followed by a tea i n our. lovely
Faculty Parlor . These teas are sponsored by our Co-operating Clubs,
and bring t he Conference t o the attention of the entire Cl ub , s o
that others, aside from their two representatives, become interested
in joiningo

To suo up, then:
To acquire and keep members, an organizati on must have a purpose.
In our ca se, the purpose is Consumer Education. To achieve that
purpose, the organization must present timely, stimulating, wor thwhile
programs. Interest must be fostered by these pr ograms so that members
come back for more .
The members must have something to work for whic·h is wor th their
time and effortp such as participation in a panel discussion or skit,
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or working on a committee. For example, our members sponsor the
Maude Jackson Memorial Fund, which presents an annual scholarship
to the University.
Finally~ the members must be given an opportunity to meet
c ongenial people in pleasant surroundings. "All this and parking,
too" adds up to a large and loyal membership.

This resume of the methods of the Consumer Conference of Greater
Cincinnati in obtai n ing members and keeping them is offered in t he
hope that it may be of use to other groups. It has worked for us~

